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When Lili Chemla launched LeSet in October, the concept revolved around elevated loungewear that 
was far from the idea of sweatpants and sloppy pajamas. (Chemla has actually banned the 
word pajama when talking about LeSet.) The label, which includes a slew of easy-chic basics like V-
necks, scoop necks, and butter-soft pants—the anti-sweatpant sweatpant—has expanded its offerings 
for a more office-minded setting. For her first showing during New York Fashion Week, Chemla showed 
a mix of floral jacquard jacket and pant sets (complete with bra) and nubby ribbed drawstring pants and 
bralettes.
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While there is a strong robe-minded loungewear feel, one way to bring the collection from the couch to the 
cubicle is the introduction of the jacquard pieces, like a tailored jacket that has the custom floral print, as 
well as the pair of pinstripe high-waisted trousers. (Both are, of course, baby-soft.) But if you’re seeing a 
strong noughties influence in some of these looks, you’re not mistaken. Chemla was partially inspired by the 
fun-loving Cameron Diaz in The Sweetest Thing. In the mix is an off-the-shoulder tank top with a strap so 
thin that it appears it will break, a minimalist white sleeveless turtleneck, and an itty-bitty yolk yellow ribbed 
bralette.



Still, a standout here is the most simple piece: the perfect black pant, which, yes, is cushy enough for the couch 
but also polished enough to transition into the office. It is crafted out of jersey for a stretchable, figure-hugging fit, 
and it is slightly cropped with a flare.

“As someone who is constantly traveling back and forth from New York to Los Angeles for work, I’ve always felt 
that the market was missing pieces, pants in particular, that are easy enough to jump on a plane but put-together 
enough to run straight to a meeting,” says Chemla. “Our pant program fills that void. It is deceivingly comfortable 
with stretch fabrics and elastic waistbands, while modern in shape and feel, making them all-day appropriate.”




